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Kettering Health Opens Center for Clinical Innovation

April 5, 2024 by Alexis Wisler  

At an open house for physicians, Kettering Health leadership and physician leaders repurposed the former system corporate headquarters as the Center for Clinical Innovation at Ridgeleigh Terrace. The space is now dedicated to physicians across the system to connect, collaborate and innovate to benefit patients and communities, emphasizing clinical quality, safety and efficiency.  




History of Ridgeleigh Terrace




Ridgeleigh Terrace was the home of inventor, engineer and businessman Charles F. Kettering, also the namesake for Kettering Health. Built in 1914, the house was the first in the United States to have electric air conditioning using freon, one of Kettering’s inventions. The history and legacy of Charles F. Kettering’s focus on innovation and the future, represented in his home, makes Ridgeleigh Terrace a fitting site for the innovations launched by Kettering Health physicians. 




Creating a better future




Acute Care President Daniel Wolcott discussed Kettering Health’s legacy of innovation and meaningful, purposeful care provided to the community. Clinical providers can bring ideas, projects and groups together in this space calling upon the legacy of Charles F. Kettering. “They will gather here together to actively create a better future for our system and our patients,” Wolcott explained. 




Dr. Michale Lakes, an emergency medicine specialist with a focus on digital health and AI, and Dr. Harvey Hahn, a cardiologist focused on lifestyle medicine, also spoke about their hopes for the innovations coming from the work clinicians will do. Dr. Lakes focused on the center as a hub for creativity, creating change for progress. Dr. Hahn hoped initiatives introduced at the open house and others that occur in the future could fundamentally change the way Kettering Health operates and delivers medicine, mentioning not only lifestyle medicine for patients, but also well-being for those providing care. 




Projects highlighted at the open house included high-tech and AI initiatives, clinical informatics, digital health, lifestyle medicine and physician well-being.  




Photos are available at this link: https://we.tl/t-IpDq136LDp


Filed Under: News Tagged With: Innovation and Technology
Helping a Loved One With Dementia

April 5, 2024 by Alexis Wisler  

More than 55 million people worldwide have dementia—an umbrella term referring to symptoms of cognitive decline and memory loss. Symptoms often interfere with someone’s daily life, making them dependent on others. 




Dr. Muna Jneidi, a Years Ahead internal medicine specialist, and Dayna Ritchey, Alzheimer’s Association Miami Valley program director, share how to best help a loved one with dementia. 




Helping a loved one 




When caring for someone with dementia, your instinct may be to go into parenting mode. According to Dayna, this is the worst thing to do. 




“Correcting, criticizing, and arguing are the fastest ways to rob the dignity of someone with dementia.” 




The most important thing is to keep your loved one safe. Those with dementia may think they’re in the past or mistake you for someone else. Instead of correcting them, which can frustrate them, Dayna suggests meeting them where they are as long as their beliefs and actions aren’t harming them. 




“Try to join their reality.” 




They might also forget how to do everyday tasks. If you have to take away something like car keys or access to the stove to keep them safe, don’t criticize their mistakes and offer alternative options. 




Someone with dementia may do things differently than you would, like eating with their hands, but doing things on their own is more important than doing them the “right” way. Avoid taking things away or doing things for them, unless it’s necessary. 




“We want to keep them as independent as possible,” Dayna says. “The more we take away, the less they can do.”




Their doctor is also a valuable resource. 




Resources for dementia 




Dr. Jneidi says she’s always there for her patients and their families if they need help. 




“Every case is different,” she says. “But it starts with a clear discussion of how advanced the dementia is, what they need for help, and how we can provide that help.” 




Through social workers and Area Agency on Aging, Dr. Jneidi can connect patients with the support they need, whether it be transportation services, in-home care, or assisted living. The Alzheimer’s Association also offers free resources throughout the Miami Valley area. 




Controlling underlying conditions like hypertension and diabetes can prevent complications that worsen memory loss. Medications are also available to help with symptoms of dementia. 




But the first step in finding the right support for a loved one with dementia, Dr. Jneidi feels, is accepting that they are aging and struggling. 




“When we know there is an issue,” she says, “we can handle it much better than if we turn our heads.”


Filed Under: Health Tips 
Scotty McCreery Headlining Kettering Health Foundation Heart to Heart Concert 

April 1, 2024 by Alexis Wisler  

Country artist Scotty McCreery will perform at Kettering Health Foundation’s rescheduled Heart to Heart concert on Thursday, August 8, at 8 p.m. at Fraze Pavilion in Kettering. Tickets can purchased at online beginning April 6. 




For more than 30 years, the Heart to Heart Gala has been a signature event for Kettering Health Foundation, raising over $9.5 million and helping to provide advanced medical technology, patient-centered education, community cardiac and stroke screening and outreach, and advanced caregiver training.  




“American Idol” winner McCreery has sold more than 4 million albums and achieved five consecutive No. 1 hits. The North Carolina native made history in 2011 as both the first country artist and youngest male artist of any genre to debut his first studio album, the Platinum-certified “Clear as Day,” at No. 1 on the all-genre Billboard Top 200 Albums chart. His most recent album is “Same Truck: The Deluxe Album.” 




When: Thursday, August 8 




Performance at 8 p.m. 




Where: Fraze Pavilion 




695 Lincoln Park Blvd., Kettering, OH 45429 




Tickets go on sale April 6 at this link. 


Filed Under: News Tagged With: Heart and Vascular
Staying Safe During This Year’s Total Solar Eclipse

March 25, 2024 by Alexis Wisler  

We’re just days away from one of the biggest events of the next few centuries. On Monday, April 8, between approximately 3:09 p.m. and 3:12 p.m., Greater Dayton will experience a phenomenon that happens in a specific location only once every 300 to 400 years: A total solar eclipse. 




Because Dayton is one of the cities in the path of full totality, the city’s population could triple, even quadruple, from visitors looking to witness the unique event, according to the Ohio Emergency Management Agency (EMA). 




The solar eclipse itself warrants taking steps to stay safe. Add three to four times the number of people in our area, and that makes planning ahead all the more important.




Chuck Shoemaker, director of Police and Security and Emergency Management at Kettering Health, emphasizes guidance from leading agencies like Ohio EMA to help ensure everyone can safely enjoy this once-in-a-lifetime celestial event. 




Advance planning




Weather: Early April can bring many possible weather conditions, including severe storms. Be aware that the weather can change quickly, and ensure you’re prepared for any situation.




	Monitor the weather forecast. Download the FEMA app to receive weather alerts for the area(s) you’ll visit.

	Pack an emergency kit in your vehicle. Consider including items like jumper cables, a flashlight, batteries, blankets, phone chargers, snacks, and water.





Fuel: The increased number of travelers leading up to and on the day of the eclipse could cause temporary fuel shortages.




	Fill up your gas tank two to three days before the eclipse, whether you’re planning to travel to watch the event or not.





Communications: With an influx of people in one area using their cell phones, prepare for disruptions to service.




	Bring or have a paper map.

	Create a communication plan with your family in advance, in case you’re separated and can’t call them. 





Day-of




Eye protection: It’s harmful to look directly at the sun during a solar eclipse without proper safety equipment.




	You need to wear specific eclipse glasses or handheld solar viewers with special lenses to safely view the eclipse. Confirm your eyewear is marked with ISO 12312-2 (also written as ISO 12312-2:2015), which means it’s approved by the American Astronomical Society.

	Do not wear regular sunglasses.

	Do not look at the eclipse through binoculars, a telescope, or a camera lens, including your cell phone, without a special-purpose solar filter secured over the front of the optics. 





Travel: With so many more drivers on the road, traffic on highways and local roads is likely to be worse.




	Plan your route, determining where you’ll safely park to view the eclipse.

	Do not pull off to the side of a road to view the eclipse.

	Do not try to view the eclipse while driving.

	Be prepared for traffic before and most notably after the eclipse. Main highways will be especially congested. Be patient and courteous to keep yourself and other drivers safe.
	See traffic alerts, construction zone locations, and more than 1,100 live traffic cameras on OHGO.com and the OHGO app.




	If you need to be somewhere that afternoon, give yourself plenty of time for travel. 





An exciting event to take seriously




In the days leading up to the eclipse, expect more and more visitors. Plan to get your groceries and run any errands you can a few days before the event.




The eclipse will certainly be an exciting event. But it’s also one to take seriously. 




Dr. Cassandra Booher, an emergency management specialist who works with Chuck, emphasizes that 




“It is important to follow the guidelines to help limit the risk of eye and property damage. If you plan to view the eclipse, please take a few extra minutes of preparation to ensure that you and your family can safely experience this once-in-a-lifetime event.”


Filed Under: Health Tips Tagged With: Emergency
How Does Endometriosis Cause Infertility?

March 22, 2024 by Ben Riggs  

Infertility is a silent condition. It’s confusing, costly, and heartbreaking—like many diagnoses. But unlike other conditions in which someone “has” something they’d never want, infertility is marked by “not having” something hoped for.




After more than 30 years as an OB-GYN, Dr. Caroline Peterson has seen countless women live under the quiet, stifling weight of infertility. And she’s helped just as many find clarity, receive reassurance, and welcome their family’s newest member.




But over the years, Dr. Peterson has watched one particularly elusive issue complicate matters for women facing infertility: Endometriosis.

“And for nearly 50% of women with infertility,” Dr. Peterson says, “it’s the root cause.”




What 4 million women have in common




Dr. Peterson is familiar with the concerns and questions women often have when they come to see her. In fact, Dr. Peterson actually treats the most patients with endometriosis in this part of the country. 




Throughout the U.S., it’s estimated that 4.1 million women—ranging in age from late teens to those in their 40s—have endometriosis. 




And for most of those 4.1 million women, their unique experiences share common threads of feeling overlooked while living with severe pain. 




Endometriosis is essentially uterine tissue gone rogue. In other words, tissue that’s typically found in the lining of the uterus (endometrium) shows up (or implants) elsewhere. It can end up on the ovaries, in the fallopian tubes, even on the lining of the lungs and heart. Experts still don’t know what causes it. 




But if it implants in the pelvic cavity (which holds the bladder, colon, and internal reproductive organs), it can lead to severe pelvic pain and infertility. 




How it affects fertility 




When endometrial tissue implants on the fallopian tubes, it scars them. And the worse the scarring, the more difficult the passage is for any eggs and sperm. Endometriosis has four stages—four being the most severe. 




But even at stage one, endometriosis can lead to infertility. Not only does the scarring cause problems for eggs and sperm, but the implants of endometrial tissue also become a target of a woman’s immune system. 




“Even for women with stages one, two, and three, their bodies get so busy fighting off this other disease,” says Dr. Peterson. “And when women’s bodies and immune systems are that depleted, it’s tough to get pregnant.” 




But once it’s diagnosed and treated, for many women, “they can conceive naturally.” 




Dr. Peterson says the two main ways to diagnose and treat endometriosis are




	Laparoscopy: A minimally invasive procedure using a thin lighted tube with a camera (laparoscope) to check organs around the abdomen. Dr. Peterson says this is the “gold standard for diagnosis.” 





If endometriosis is found, particularly in the first three stages, it’s removed painlessly with a surgical laser. For stage 4 cases, “we clean it up with the laser to improve outcomes,” Dr. Peterson says. “And then we often go to infertility specialists for assisted reproductive help.”




	Clinical evaluation: A physician evaluates symptoms and lifestyle factors to determine the likelihood of endometriosis. Dr. Peterson points out that “several medical associations acknowledge this is acceptable for diagnosis.” 





Treatment often involves hormones and additional medicine.




But with clinical evaluation, Dr. Peterson admits there are vulnerabilities. Because endometriosis is difficult to diagnose without seeing it, and it’s often not considered as a reason for symptoms early on, clinical evaluations can be where women encounter more challenges along with infertility. 




As if infertility weren’t hard enough




Endometriosis is too small to spot in scans, such as MRIs, CT scans, and ultrasounds. And with its array of possible symptoms—severe pelvic pain, especially during sex and menstrual cycles; bladder and bowel issues; fatigue and depression—women who seek help often have difficulty finding it.




Dr. Peterson shared that among women with endometriosis, 




	58% reported seeing three or more physicians before receiving a diagnosis. 
	63% reported that at least one physician told them nothing was wrong.
	Nearly 60% reported they weren’t taken seriously by a physician.





On top of physical and emotional pain, women with endometriosis often have to navigate the mental strain of feeling overlooked and discredited—while being at a loss for where to find help. And that can quickly lead to stopping any search for answers.




“Nobody wants to be told that what they’re feeling and experiencing on a day-to-day basis is nothing,” says Dr. Peterson. “That can be disempowering to a person.”




All this leads to delays in diagnosis. In fact, for women with endometriosis, delays in diagnosis can span from two to six years. Sometimes even a decade. Delays also include misdiagnosis. 




“Because of the symptoms,” Dr. Peterson says, “70% of women with endometriosis will be diagnosed with and treated for irritable bowel syndrome when, in fact, it’s endometriosis.”  




What’s needed, Dr. Peterson points out, is a shift in improving how promptly endometriosis is diagnosed. And for more patient-focused resources to “empower young women that something could be wrong.”




Helping women heal—and feel heard




Dr. Peterson has shown how effective this approach is to improving patients’ health. She and Sarah King, her nurse practitioner, developed a study and resulting questionnaire for new patients who come to her looking for answers. 




Patients answer five questions to help Dr. Peterson and her colleagues understand a patient’s likelihood for endometriosis. Doing so also helps give voice to a woman’s experiences with symptoms, which helps open the door to productive conversations about their health early on. 




“We don’t want to wait and work back from infertility. We use the questionnaire to work forward. And after two years of our study, we found that 100% of women who were indicated by the questionnaire as having endometriosis actually had it, which was verified at laparoscopy.” 




This has since led to more women getting answers and their confidence back through successful diagnosis and treatment. 




And oftentimes welcoming their long-awaited something hoped for.







	
							Have questions about endometriosis? 

							
			  
				
				
				
				
			  
				Request an appointment 				
				
				
				
				
			  
			
			

	


Filed Under: Health Tips Tagged With: Women's Health
New Breast Milk Dispensary Opens at Kettering Health Washington Township

March 21, 2024 by Alexis Wisler  

On Wednesday, March 20, the OhioHealth Mothers’ Milk Bank opened the state’s second breast milk dispensary at First Steps Breastfeeding Support Center at Kettering Health Washington Township. The dispensary allows those with the required prescription to pick up pasteurized human milk for their infants.




Helping moms and babies 




Breast milk is the ultimate source of nutrients and immune protection for infants. It is especially helpful to those who are born prematurely or ill. First Steps Breastfeeding Support Center will continue to act as a donation drop-off site for approved donors. The milk bank relies on these donations to increase access to breast milk for babies in need.




“When someone utilizes the milk dispensary – whether that be by donating or picking-up – they’re not just contributing to the health of babies, they’re also supporting others who are on their breastfeeding journey,” said Katy Boyd, a lactation consultant at First Steps Breast Feeding Support Center. “Safe and consistent access to supplemental donor breast milk relieves a lot of stress for moms who are experiencing an interval of low milk volume but still want to use only breastmilk to feed their babies.”




Donating




The OhioHealth Mothers’ Milk Bank provides pasteurized human milk for infants whose mothers are unable to provide enough milk. It is one of just 33 milk banks in North America – 30 in the United States and three in Canada. 




“We are thrilled to be opening this new milk dispensary for easier access to pasteurized human milk to families in the Dayton area,” said Chris Smith, outreach coordinator and lactation consultant at the milk bank. “With this new milk dispensary, families with a prescription for pasteurized human milk, as a supplement to mom’s own milk, can conveniently obtain milk and receive breastfeeding help all in one stop.”




Interested donors should email milkbank@ohiohealth.com or call (614) 566-0630 to arrange a screening phone interview. Mothers must take part in a screening process to ensure the quality and safety of the milk. The donated milk is pasteurized, frozen, and distributed by physician prescription.







	
							Kettering Health offers breastfeeding support. 

							
			  
				
				
				
				
			  
				Learn more				
				
				
				
				
			  
			
			

	


Filed Under: News Tagged With: Maternity
What Blood in Your Stool Could Mean

March 19, 2024 by Alexis Wisler  

Colorectal cancer is the second most common cancer deaths for men and women combined. And while there is an overall downward trend, cases are on the rise in people younger than 55. 




The exact reason for this is unknown. But the good news is colorectal cancer is highly treatable—when caught early. Surgical Oncologist Dr. Minia Hellan shares symptoms to watch for. 




Blood in stool 




Cancer in the left side of the colon or the rectum often causes bright red blood in the stool or on the toilet paper after wiping. Hemorrhoids may also cause bleeding, but Dr. Hellan advises anyone who notices blood to see their doctor. 




“If somebody has blood in the stool,” she says, “I would never assume they have hemorrhoids until I know for sure that they don’t have colorectal cancer.” 




Instead of red blood, right-sided colon cancer can cause dark, black-looking stool from old blood passing through the colon. According to Dr. Hellan, bleeding can also be solely internal. 




This bleeding can lead to anemia—usually one of the first symptoms of colorectal cancer besides visible blood. Anemia can cause extreme fatigue and weakness. 




“If anyone who is 40 or so presents with anemia,” Dr. Hellan says, “in my opinion, they need to get a workup including a colonoscopy to rule out colorectal cancer.” 




Changes in bowel movements 




Colorectal cancer can also cause changes to bowel movements. Narrow, thin stool is common as well as diarrhea or constipation. 




“You could constantly feel like you need to go to the bathroom,” Dr. Hellan says, “but there’s not really much coming out.” 




Another common symptom is pain during a bowel movement, especially in the rectum. 




“If you have really low rectal cancer,” Dr. Hellan says, “then it starts to grow into your sphincter muscles and then you really start getting pain because that’s where we have a lot of nerves.” 




Don’t shy away




It can be embarrassing to talk about bowel movements with your doctor. But Dr. Hellan tells her patients to think of it as any other bodily function. 




“Without bowel movements and digestion, we would not be alive,” she says. “It’s part of life.” 




Colorectal cancer is treatable when caught early, and one conversation could make a world of difference to your health.







	
							Talk to a primary care provider if you notice symptoms. 

							
			  
				
				
				
				
			  
				Find a Provider				
				
				
				
				
			  
			
			

	


Filed Under: Health Tips Tagged With: Colon Cancer
What Is Prediabetes?

March 5, 2024 by Alexis Wisler  

Over 38 million Americans have diabetes. That’s nearly the entire population of California. 




But combine the populations of California, Ohio, Texas, and New York and you get roughly the number of Americans with prediabetes—about 100 million. As its name suggests, prediabetes means blood sugar levels are higher than normal but not high enough to be considered diabetes. And of those nearly 100 million, about 80% don’t even know they have it. 




As the saying goes, “ignorance is bliss,” but it’s important to catch prediabetes early to lower your risk for further health complications. 




How is prediabetes diagnosed? 




According to Dr. Carlos Ventura, a Years Ahead internal medicine provider, there are two ways to measure blood sugar: a glucose test and an A1C test. 




Glucose (sugar) levels range as follows: 




	Normal: 70 to 99 milligrams per deciliter (mg/dL)
	Prediabetes: 100 mg/dL to 125 mg/dL 
	Diabetes: 126+ mg/dL





A1C (known as glycosylated hemoglobin) is a protein in red blood cells. It attaches to glucose as it circulates in your blood for about two months.




A glucose test tells you your blood sugar level at that moment, but an A1C test gives your average blood sugar level for the past two months. 




A1C levels range as follows:




	Normal: 5.5% or lower 
	Prediabetes: 5.6% to 6.4% 
	Diabetes: 6.5% and higher





For those right on the cusp of diabetes, your doctor might suggest medication to regulate your blood sugar. 




Don’t get discouraged 




Dr. Ventura often has prediabetic patients who feel trying to prevent diabetes is pointless. If left untreated, prediabetes can quickly turn into diabetes. However, Dr. Ventura has several patients who have managed their prediabetes for decades. 




“So why not act upon it instead of just giving up?”




With a few lifestyle changes, you can keep your blood sugar from reaching diabetic levels. 




Preventing diabetes




While family history is a big risk factor when it comes to type 2 diabetes, so are diet and physical activity. 




“I have patients who have family members with diabetes,” Dr. Ventura says, “but they have made changes to the way they eat and are physically active and never get it.” 




He suggests eating and drinking fewer carbs and doing something active three to four days a week—whatever that looks like to you. 




“If it’s not your couch watching Netflix,” he says, “I’ll take it.”  




Why does it matter? 




Managing your blood sugar levels is important to avoid other health complications. The risk of eye diseases like cataracts, cardiovascular diseases (the leading cause of death), and kidney disease all increase with prediabetes and even more so with diabetes. 




Prediabetes is usually asymptomatic, meaning there’s no way to know you have it without a glucose or A1C test. Because of this, regular checkups with your doctor can help you prevent diabetes. 







	
							Do you have prediabetes? Talk to your primary care provider.

							
			  
				
				
				
				
			  
				Make an Appointment 				
				
				
				
				
			  
			
			

	


Filed Under: Health Tips Tagged With: Diabetes
How to Actually Reach Your Fitness Goals

February 27, 2024 by Alexis Wisler  

Setting a fitness goal is easy. But knowing where to begin and sticking to it can be challenging.  




You might feel discouraged. But Exercise Physiologist Rex Carpenter says that reaching your goals is easier than it seems.




Start slow 




It’s important to pace yourself after deciding to work out more. Doing too much, too fast can leave you overwhelmed before making any progress. 




“Don’t start off trying to work out six days a week for an hour a day,” Rex says. 




He suggests slowly building up to your ideal workout routine. 




For example, commit to working out twice a week for a month. Then add another day each month until you create your ideal routine. 




Combine cardio and strength training 




You might decide to focus on either cardio or strength training depending on if you want to lose weight or build muscle. But Rex clarifies that it’s important to incorporate both into your routine. 




“Combining both of them will help you achieve more optimal health and wellness.” 




For a beginner routine, Rex suggests 15 minutes of cardio (walking or running) followed by 10 minutes of bodyweight exercises (push-ups, sit-ups, and squats). He also recommends stretching afterward to avoid injury. 




Stick to one




It’s tempting to try the latest fitness trend or quickly switch programs in the hopes of better results, but Rex warns against this. 




Consistency is key, and constantly switching your routine will slow your progress. 




“You need to stick to a program for at least four to six weeks to get some results and let the training work,” Rex says. 




This can feel like forever in the age of instant gratification. But six weeks will pass no matter what you do, so give your current routine a chance.  




Find support 




Let’s be honest: sometimes exercising is the last thing we want to do. But working out with others can keep you accountable and make exercising fun.  




“Find some support,” Rex says, “whether a workout partner, group, or trainer.” 




Committing to a fitness routine can be intimidating, but it doesn’t have to be. Start slow, stay simple, and remember you’re not alone.


Filed Under: Health Tips 
Perfect Timing: Finding Joy After a Difficult Delivery  

February 20, 2024 by Alexis Wisler  

After spending most of the sweltering summer in her third trimester, Kristy Gilmore was happy to go into labor in late July. She wondered if her first baby would be a boy or a girl. But trouble arose when it came time for her to push. 




“I could just tell that something wasn’t right,” she said. 




Kristy and her husband, Phillip, couldn’t have planned for the turn their delivery day took. 




An emergency decision  




The couple had a smooth start at Soin Medical Center. But after three hours of pushing with no progress, Kristy spiked a fever. Her baby’s heart rate began to climb. As a nurse, Kristy knew her labor took a turn for the worse. 




“I could see my vital signs,” she said. “I could see the fetal monitor on her. I could tell what her heart rate was doing.”




Her nurse and midwife brought in Dr. Halei Wong who called for a C-section. Extra nurses appeared in Kristy’s delivery room, preparing her for the operation. It was obvious that they had done this before. 




“It seemed almost like a choreographed dance,” she said. 




Their confidence eased Kristy’s nerves. But more complications arose during the C-section. 




Kristy began hemorrhaging. A nurse asked Phillip to leave the operating room as Kristy went under general anesthesia. The last thing she heard was the tension in Dr. Wong’s voice as she worked hard to save both Kristy and her baby. 




Getting answers




Two hours later, Kristy woke up in her delivery room. Other than the nurse administering a platelet blood transfusion, Kristy was alone. 




“I just remember looking at her and telling her I was super scared,” she said. 




The nurse explained her baby had been breached, which caused the complications. She also told Kristy that she lost a lot of blood during the surgery and had her first blood transfusion while under anesthesia. 




Phillip came in from the special care nursery and showed Kristy a video of their newborn, who needed a CPAP machine for the night but was otherwise healthy. And he shared exciting news: they had a baby girl. Kristy watched the video of their daughter—Edna Joy—and felt a sense of relief. 




A reason for it all 




Edna spent two days in the special care nursery then joined her parents in the hospital as Kristy recovered. Two days later, the family went home together. 




Despite everything, Kristy feels Edna arrived at exactly the right time.




“Everyone who was put there the night that we had her was there for a reason,” she said. “And it was just orchestrated by something higher than we could have ever imagined.” 




Kristy and Phillip now enjoy all of the surprises that come with parenthood, crediting their delivery for teaching them how to adapt to any situation. 




And little Edna Joy lives up to her middle name. 




“She is the happiest, most joyful five-and-a-half-month-old baby,” Kristy said. “She is just wonderful.” 


Filed Under: Stories Tagged With: Maternity
First Steps Breastfeeding Center of Excellence Now Offering Telehealth Appointments

February 7, 2024 by Alexis Wisler  

First Steps Breastfeeding Center of Excellence, located at Kettering Health Washington Township, is expanding its services to include telehealth appointments. Patients can be seen virtually or in person based on their unique needs and preferences.




“Our goal is to support our patients through every step of their breastfeeding journey,” said Jackie Lovelace, director of maternity care at Kettering Health. “This new scheduling option increases our ability to achieve that goal by offering a new layer of flexibility and convenience to the nursing mothers in our community.”




Breastfeeding mothers can address a variety of lactation concerns via telehealth appointments including prenatal lactation consulting, pump teaching, lactation inducement, re-lactation, milk management, and preparation for return to the workplace. Patients will receive a link to their virtual visits and can continue to see the same lactation consultant. Most insurers cover telehealth visits for lactation services.




First Steps Breastfeeding Center of Excellence is an outpatient breastfeeding support center that offers lactation consulting, breastfeeding support groups and a free walk-in baby weighing station. Postpartum intimates and equipment are also available through the First Steps boutique. 




For more information call (937) 401-6881. 







	
							Need breastfeeding support? 

							
			  
				
				
				
				
			  
				Request an appointment				
				
				
				
				
			  
			
			

	


Filed Under: News Tagged With: Maternity
One Step at a Time: Bill’s Inpatient Rehabilitation Journey

February 5, 2024 by Alexis Wisler  

When Bill Wooley woke up on the ground, he saw his wife, Lauren, kneeling beside him. The next thing he noticed was that he couldn’t move. Neither Bill nor Lauren knew what had happened besides that Bill fainted. 




“But one thing we knew,” Bill said, “was things were not going to be the same tomorrow as they were today.” 




The beginning of a long journey  




In the emergency room, Bill and Lauren learned that Bill compressed his spinal cord when he fell, causing paralysis from the neck down. Bill had two surgeries, one to place metal rods in his back and another to insert metal plates in his neck. The metal supports relieved the pressure on Bill’s spine, allowing him to move again. 




But Bill’s journey was just beginning. He had to relearn everything. To do that, he needed inpatient rehabilitation (IPR). The couple were given a list of programs. At the top of the list was a familiar name: Kettering Health Hamilton. 




“We were excited about that because it was fairly close to our home,” he said. Not only that but Bill’s sister, Mandy, is the case manager for the program. 




Bill and Lauren knew that Kettering Health Hamilton was the right place for Bill to call home for the next four weeks. 




Pushing past the pain  




The first thing Bill had to relearn was how to walk. He started by using a walker and taking small, careful steps. Eventually, he no longer needed a walker. Toward the end of his stay, Bill was doing lunges down the hallway. 




But for Bill, the biggest challenge was washing his hair. Lifting his arms above his head caused his shoulders to burn. He never felt pain like it before. But the staff assured him that, although it didn’t feel like it, the pain was a good thing. It meant his body was recovering. 




“I was miserable,” he said. “But I was never discouraged.” 




Even simple things, like cutting food, were nearly impossible for Bill. Just like he relearned to walk, he relearned how to use his hands. 




Little by little, he could perform daily tasks again. He felt proud the day he cut his food with a knife. 




“I wouldn’t have thought that that was a big thing,” he said, “but it really was.” 




To some, these accomplishments might seem small. But for Bill, they were leaps toward going home and reuniting with Lauren and his sons, Beckett and Lincoln. 




And his hard work paid off. A week before he was scheduled to leave, Bill got the OK to go home—just in time to celebrate Thanksgiving. 




Saying goodbye




It felt bittersweet as Bill and Lauren packed up his room and checked out of the IPR unit. Bill couldn’t wait to go home and surprise his boys, but he knew he might never see some of the IPR team again. 




The team helped Bill not only physically but also mentally. Despite being away from home, Bill never felt alone during his three-week stay. Every nurse, physical and occupational therapist, and doctor he talked to and worked with felt like a friend, someone he could count on. 




When Bill’s family visited, the staff made them feel welcome, too. They set up space one day for the whole family to watch a Cincinnati Bengals game, something they love to do together. 




“It was an extension of home,” he said. 




Before leaving, Bill rang the recovery bell to celebrate. Everyone in the IPR unit cheered, supporting him one final time before he said goodbye to the people who now felt like family.




God’s plan 




After the IPR program, Bill went through a month of outpatient occupational and physical therapy. And he sees an orthopedic specialist to continue rebuilding his strength and mobility. 




Bill has a long journey ahead of him, and he knows he may never be the same. But no matter what happens, he’s grateful to the IPR team at Kettering Health Hamilton.




“We feel like God had a plan, and He was working that plan the whole time,” Bill said. “These people and this place were a part of that plan.”


Filed Under: Stories Tagged With: Inpatient Rehab
Why You Should Consider Meatless Mondays

February 2, 2024 by Alexis Wisler  

Whether from a co-worker, friend, or online, you’ve probably heard about Meatless Mondays and questioned whether it would actually make a difference for your health. 




It might feel like giving up meat one day a week isn’t enough to reap the benefits of a vegetarian diet, but Dr. Harvey Hahn, a cardiologist, says that it can lower your risk for several health issues—especially with the heart. 




Are Meatless Mondays enough? 




Dr. Hahn says you don’t have to go fully vegetarian to see a difference in your health. 




Instead, try swapping your usual meals for meat-free options one day a week. This reduces your meat intake by about 15%, which can significantly lower your cholesterol and blood pressure. And because meat is a calorie-dense food, participating in Meatless Mondays makes it easier to lose or manage weight, greatly improving your overall health. 




Additionally, eating more fruits and vegetables means you get vitamins, minerals, and fiber that you won’t find in meat. Dr. Hahn recommends eating 5 to 10 servings, roughly 2.5 to 5 cups, of fruits and vegetables a day. 




The health effects of eating meat 




Most meats are high in cholesterol, saturated fats, and calories. Red meat, such as beef and pork, can also cause inflammation.




 “All of these things will increase the risk for high cholesterol, high blood pressure, and diabetes,” Dr. Hahn says. 




Over time, these conditions can lead to strokes, heart attacks, and heart failure. While exercise is important for heart health, reducing your meat consumption will make the biggest impact. 




“Diet is about 85% of your health,” Dr. Hahn says. 




Some meats are better than others




On the days you eat meat, swap red meat for chicken or turkey. Fish is even better, which has significantly less saturated fat.




Whether you follow Meatless Mondays or not, Dr. Hahn encourages people to stay away from processed meats, such as deli meat and hotdogs. These are often packaged with high amounts of salt or preservatives and are even considered a Group 1, or known, carcinogen by the World Health Organization—the same classification as tobacco cigarettes. 




“One serving a day increases your risk of cancer by about 18%,” Dr. Hahn says. Additionally, red meat is classified as a Group 2A, or probable, carcinogen. 




Health is personal




When it comes to health, it’s not about being perfect. If adjusting your diet stresses you out, focus on one meal, one day at a time. Small changes can make big differences.







	
							Have questions? A primary care provider can help. 

							
			  
				
				
				
				
			  
				Find a provider				
				
				
				
				
			  
			
			

	







Filed Under: Health Tips Tagged With: Heart and Vascular
Heart Attacks: The Warning Signs for Women

February 1, 2024 by Alexis Wisler  

You woke up this morning not feeling well, but who has time to be sick?




You can’t let a bit of nausea, dizziness, and fatigue slow you down, right? You figure you’re probably not getting enough sleep. So you take an antacid and a couple of ibuprofen then head out the door, figuring that this too shall pass.




Only it doesn’t.




Instead, you later find yourself in the emergency room, being treated for a heart attack.




Heart attack symptoms in women




While some of the signs of a heart attack are unmistakable—think “elephant sitting on someone’s chest,” the symptoms in women can be subtler.




“Women’s heart attack symptoms can be the same or different from men’s, but they’re often more atypical—less pain, more pressure, or discomfort,” says Cardiologist Dr. Harvey Hahn. 




The most common heart attack symptom, regardless of gender, is chest pain or discomfort. But women may also experience 




	Shortness of breath, with or without chest pressure
	Nausea, vomiting, or lightheadedness 
	A cold sweat
	Pain or discomfort in one or both arms as well as the back, jaw, neck, or stomach
	Indigestion or gas-like pain





“What we recommend is that if anything feels ‘different’ from your ‘nose to your navel,’ you should get it checked out,” explains Dr. Hahn. “That includes jaw, neck, shoulder, arm, chest, upper belly symptoms.”




Risk factors for women




Although several traditional risk factors—high cholesterol, high blood pressure, and obesity—affect both men and women, other factors play a larger role in heart disease in women:




	Diabetes
	Smoking
	Stress and depression
	Inactivity
	Menopause





The good news is that heart disease is preventable.




Dr. Hahn advises the following:




	Quit smoking: Stopping smoking will have a bigger impact on your health than any medicine.





	Get moving: Just 15 minutes daily can lower your heart disease and stroke risk.
	Eat better: You don’t have to focus on what to avoid. Try to eat more of the good stuff, such as fruits, vegetables, and nuts not coated in sugar or salt.








	
							Don’t ignore heart attack symptoms.

							
			  
				
				
				
				
			  
				Find an emergency center				
				
				
				
				
			  
			
			

	


Filed Under: Health Tips Tagged With: Heart Attack
How Bariatric Surgery Changed Susan’s Life

February 1, 2024 by Alexis Wisler  

After struggling to lose weight and dealing with high blood pressure, high cholesterol, and sleep apnea, Susan Dietrich knew something needed to change. 




“It was a combination of being ashamed of how I looked and the frustration of not being able to get the weight off myself,” she said. “I could always get off a few pounds, and they would come right back.” 




She decided to have gastric bypass surgery at Kettering Health Dayton. 




Susan’s new life  




Before the surgery to reduce the size of the stomach, Susan went through a six-month program that taught her what to eat and how to lose weight safely. The program helped Susan prepare for the future, and she felt excited about reaching her weight-loss goal. 




Susan had her surgery in early 2021. And has since lost 100 pounds. Not only does she have more energy and a newfound confidence, but she also no longer faces the health risks and challenges she did before. 




Words of encouragement 




Now, Susan feels healthier and happier. While gastric bypass requires lifestyle changes, she encourages anyone feeling overwhelmed by their weight loss difficulties to talk to their doctor about bariatric surgery. But most importantly, Susan reminds them to stay patient and be kind to themselves. 




“You didn’t put it all on in one day,” she said. “It’s not going to come off in one day.”


Filed Under: Stories Tagged With: Bariatric Surgery and Weight Loss
When Is It Hypothyroidism?

January 31, 2024 by Ben Riggs  

No one likes feeling tired or confused about weight gain. Or constipated. Or cold. Or sad. 




Any of these experiences, it can be said, is a normal part of life. And we deal with them as they happen and move on. But if one or more of these persist, without much relief, then “You might have an underactive thyroid,” says Dr. Baker Machhadieh, an endocrinologist. 




An underactive thyroid, or hypothyroidism, can affect so much of a person’s comfort and health. 




And it all revolves around an organ no larger than a golf ball. 




What makes it tricky?




Hypothyroidism affects roughly 8 to 10 million Americans, making it a fairly common diagnosis. In fact, the typical medicine used to treat it—levothyroxine—is one of the most prescribed in the world. 




Among those diagnosed, women are diagnosed twice as often as men. “That’s not only from women being more likely to see a doctor, which might be the case. But it is more common in women.” 




Thankfully, hypothyroidism isn’t hard to diagnose. That happens with a simple blood test. 




But among the millions diagnosed with hypothyroidism, Dr. Macchedieh says, “You can add more to that when we consider subclinical—before diagnosis—hypothyroidism.”




So why is it often still undiagnosed? Or why do people wait so long before seeing a doctor and getting a diagnosis? 




Hiding in everyday life




People often live with undiagnosed hypothyroidism because its symptoms are so general. When a symptom appears, on its own, it feels like there’s no cause for concern.




Early symptoms can include weight gain and fatigue. And who doesn’t deal with that?




Other common symptoms include




	Dry skin
	Dry, thinning hair 
	Depression 
	Difficulty remembering things 
	Feeling chilled or cold 
	Slowed heart rate 





“We tend to chalk these [symptoms] up to normal life,” Dr. Macchedieh says, “So it’s normally when someone has a constellation of symptoms that they see a doctor.”




While no one wants to see a doctor just because they’re tired or gained some weight, Dr. Macchedieh encourages people to schedule a visit if symptoms persist or disrupt daily life. If left untreated, hypothyroidism can lead to 




	A hoarse voice 
	Puffy, sensitive skin, especially the face
	Loss of hearing
	Lower heart rate 





In more severe cases, it can lead to a life-threatening condition called Myxedema, an aggressive swelling of skin, often in the face or lower legs.




#Hypothyroidism




As of late, though, hypothyroidism has become a talking point through one unlikely source: social media. Users post their experiences with symptoms—feeling fatigue, see sudden weight gain, etc.—and attribute it to hypothyroidism. Some share success stories that came from a supplement, diet, or lifestyle change—typically without doctor approval. 




This has led to viewers, especially teenagers, dangerously diagnosing themselves. A self-diagnosis can become a misdiagnosis, missing the true cause of someone’s symptoms. And that leads not only to an untreated cause but also to buying and using treatments that won’t help—or could hurt—symptoms. Popular self-diagnosis solutions for hypothyroidism are iodine or kelp supplements. While it’s true that a lack of iodine can lead to hypothyroidism, it’s not common issue for those living in the U.S. Iodine supplements should be avoided unless a doctor says otherwise.




“Social media is raising awareness of the disease, which is great,” Dr. Macchedieh says. “But the only way to diagnose hypothyroidism is with a blood test through your doctor.”




Doctors use blood tests to see how different hormone levels show the “delicate balance between your brain (pituitary gland) and your thyroid” 




Consider the thyroid




The thyroid—a butterfly-shaped organ just above the windpipe—helps regulate your body and its processes. It does this by creating two hormones the body uses—T4 and T3. 




“When you hear ‘thyroid hormone,’ we’re talking about T4 and T3,” Dr. Machhedieh says. “They’re technically separate, but we see them under the one umbrella of ‘thyroid hormone.’”




But of the two, “T3 is the active hormone.” So how does the body get more T3?

It actually converts (changes) T4 from the thyroid into T3. This conversion happens in organs throughout the body, after it has traveled through the bloodstream. 




Think of T3 as the “active ingredient” in your body’s many processes. It helps do a lot, including




	Metabolize food, turning nutrients into energy
	Regulate body temperature, keeping a stable internal temperature
	Develop the body, especially in children, growing the nervous system, bones, and tissues
	Maintain cardiovascular health, keeping proper functioning of the heart and blood vessels





An underactive thyroid, then, doesn’t produce enough T4 for the body to convert into T3 to use. And that can happen for a few reasons.




What causes hypothyroidism? 




A thyroid might become underactive after it’s damaged, including from radiation treatment or, sometimes, surgery. But its most common cause is an autoimmune disease called Hashimoto’s disease.




In people with Hashimoto’s, the immune system actually attacks the thyroid, “which causes the destruction of thyroid-hormone producing cells,” Dr. Macchedieh says. “And that leads to an underactive thyroid.”




Unfortunately, the cause of Hashimoto’s remains unknown. But an underactive thyroid, regardless of the cause, has become much easier to treat. 




Treating it typically involves replacing the missing thyroid hormone with levothyroxine, commonly called Synthroid. “Treatment becomes something of an art, though,” Dr. Machhedieh clarifies. “We measure the success of treatment based on two things: a patient’s lab results and their symptom response.”




“Be patient in the process,” he asks. “There’s no single dose that’s best for everyone.”




If other medicines are needed, your doctor will work with you to figure out what’s best.




Once the right dosage is found, patients tend to feel more energetic, happier, and more like themselves.




Testing negative > living with symptoms 




Hypothyroidism is a real disease. And it can affect your mental, emotional, and physical health.

Dr. Machhedieh knows it’s frustrating not to feel good. And especially when you don’t know what’s wrong. “I feel for the general public,” he says. “You might have a very mild disease for a long time before you seek help. But that’s why the medical community is available.” 




In his words: it’s better to go to the doctor and test negative for hypothyroidism than live life under the frustrating weight of its symptoms. 







	
							Need relief from general symptoms that might be caused by hypothyroidism?

							
			  
				
				
				
				
			  
				Find a primary care provider				
				
				
				
				
			  
			
			

	


Filed Under: Health Tips 
What Do Pap Smears Actually Test For?

January 17, 2024 by Alexis Wisler  

You know the routine: undress, change into a medical gown, wait for your OB-GYN, then rest your feet in the stirrups. But despite their familiarity, the purpose of a Pap smear remains unclear. You know it has something to do with cervical cancer, and that something is collected and sent away for examination. But what are they looking for? 




Jennifer Hill, a certified nurse practitioner, explains that Pap smears screen for precancerous cells in the cervix, known as cervical dysplasia. In other words, the exam doesn’t look for cancer, but any cells with the potential to become cancer. 




“People hear the word ‘cancer’ in precancerous and get concerned. But there are several levels of abnormality before we get to cancer,” she says. “If they follow up as recommended, we’re going to prevent it from ever turning to cancer.”




Most Pap smears come back normal. But if you receive an abnormal result, don’t panic.




All an abnormal result means is there are changes in your cervical cells, either low or high grade. 




Low-grade changes  




A low-grade result suggests minor changes in your cervical cells. Of the different kinds of low-grade results, not all are considered precancerous. 




Atypical squamous cells of undetermined significance




Jennifer says the result she sees most often is atypical squamous cells of undetermined significance (ASC-US). This means the cells are slightly abnormal.




“The cells are not precancerous, but they are not typical,” she says. “So they are somewhere in between.” 




This may be from human papillomavirus (HPV). But it can also be from inflammation caused by a bacteria or yeast infection.  




Low-grade squamous intraepithelial lesions




Low-grade squamous intraepithelial lesions (LSIL) means there is a mild yet clear abnormality in the cells. Like ASC-US, this is most likely from an HPV infection. But unlike AS-CUS, an LSIL result is considered precancerous. 




Most HPV cases and low-grade abnormalities resolve on their own. 




“Which is why sometimes,” Jennifer says, “especially for a younger person, the recommendation is just to repeat the Pap smear after a year.”




High-grade changes 




Some Pap smear results show a high-grade, or major, change in the cervical cells. Although these have a higher risk of becoming cancerous, routine screenings help your OB-GYN catch and treat them before that happens. 




High-grade squamous intraepithelial lesions 




High-grade squamous intraepithelial lesions indicate a significant abnormality of the cervical cells, also usually caused by HPV. 




Jennifer explains that along with routine Pap smears, the best way to prevent cervical cancer is by getting the HPV vaccine. 




“The vaccine protects against the two ‘super villain’ HPV strains, which are responsible for the vast majority of cervical cancers.” 




Atypical glandular cells 




The cervix has two types of cells: squamous cells, which form the outermost layers, and glandular cells, which form the innermost layers. Most abnormal Pap smear results indicate a change in the squamous cells, but atypical glandular cells reveal a change in those innermost cells. 




According to Jennifer, this could indicate advanced dysplasia or a more serious problem in the cervix or uterus. 




Knowledge is health




Thinking about getting an abnormal result can be scary. But, Jennifer says, “It’s important to get regular screenings so we can identify a problem before it turns to cervical cancer.”







	
							Routine Pap smears save lives.

							
			  
				
				
				
				
			  
				Schedule an appointment 				
				
				
				
				
			  
			
			

	


Filed Under: Health Tips Tagged With: Pap smears, Women's Health
Women’s Choice Award Names Six Kettering Health Hospitals to 2024 Best Hospitals List 

January 16, 2024 by Alexis Wisler  

Six Kettering Health facilities received the 2024 Women’s Choice Award, recognition that helps women identify the best places to seek care for themselves and their families. Hospitals are selected based on robust criteria including clinical performance, patient satisfaction, and relevant accreditation.  




“As a healthcare organization, our primary goal is providing consistent, high-quality care for every patient who comes through our doors,” said Daniel Walcott, president of Acute Care for Kettering Health. “This recognition not only indicates that we are meeting this need for the women in our community, but it also demonstrates the value that our compassionate and holistic approach to care brings to the healthcare experience. We look forward to maintaining our status as a system of choice for all our community members seeking care.”  




Six Kettering Health facilities earned recognition in one or more of the service-specific categories:    




	Kettering Health Dayton – Heart Care  
	Kettering Health Hamilton – Patient Safety, Mammogram Imaging 
	Kettering Health Main Campus – Outpatient Experience, Obstetrics, Orthopedics, Cancer Care, Minimally Invasive Surgery 
	Kettering Health Miamisburg – Outpatient Experience, Bariatric Surgery 
	Soin Medical Center – 100 Best Hospitals for Patient Experience, Outpatient Experience, Orthopedics, Minimally Invasive Surgery, Mammogram Imaging, Obstetrics 
	Kettering Health Troy – 100 Best Hospitals for Patient Experience, Outpatient Experience 



Filed Under: News Tagged With: Women's Health
The Vital Role of Pharmacists

January 11, 2024 by Ben Riggs  

Most of us have the same mental image of a pharmacist—a friendly smile in a white lab coat standing between a cash register and a wall of pill bottles. Consider, though, how that person wearing the white coat does more than hand us our medicine. 




“Traditionally, pharmacists were seen as prescription fillers,” says Blake Pitstick, PharmD, a clinical pharmacist serving in a primary care office. “But we’re healthcare collaborators. We’re educators and experts promoting the best possible outcomes.”  




Pharmacists are instrumental, for doctors and patients. Sure, they fill prescriptions and ask if you have any questions. But they ask for a reason. Because they know what’s in the bottle, how it’s made, and how it will help you. 




They’re experts, eager to answer your questions about this medicine and that vaccine and those medical devices—“because we want patients to feel confident and to feel better.” 




Educators and experts 




Pharmacists are oil wells of expertise. Beyond filling prescriptions, they translate and explain the complicated languages of health and medicine for patients, including 




	A diagnosis, condition, or disease 
	New prescriptions, over-the-counter medicines, and vaccines
	Possible side effects of medicine and combinations of medicine
	When and how to take multiple prescriptions 
	The ins-and-outs of medical devices, such as inhalers, glucose meters, insulin injectors, etc.





But patients will sometimes avoid asking for help, for a variety of reasons. Blake, and his pharmacist colleagues, want you to know it’s better to ask for help than not. If you have questions, concerns, or even doubts, a pharmacist is equipped to help you. 

“We often have the biggest breakthroughs with patients when they’re transparent and honest with where they’re at,” says Blake. 




And you can find pharmacists “in a lot of different spaces throughout healthcare,” says Blake. “The opportunities are pretty much endless where we specialize and serve.” 




Where to find a pharmacist 




Before his days as a clinical pharmacist in a primary care office (as an ambulatory clinical pharmacist), Blake served in an outpatient oncology pharmacy, helping patients going through cancer treatment. 




Similarly, pharmacists serve in 




	Hospitals, working closely with hospital care teams, making medicine recommendations, confirming correct doses, and helping with discharge planning. This includes working with nursing units, answering questions and helping build treatment plans. 
	Cancer care, providing expertise in cancer drugs, including choosing and monitoring those used in a patient’s treatment. These pharmacists also prepare chemotherapy drugs and counsel patients about their prescriptions.
	Palliative and end-of-life care, customizing treatment plans with care providers to improve symptoms of serious illness and the comfort of patients. They also help connect patients and their families to resources for emotional support.





You may not always see them since “pharmacists exist in a lot of the behind-the-scenes work,” Blake says. “But there is a good likelihood there is a pharmacist supporting the care going on.”




Training to be trusted 




Pharmacists are required to complete extensive clinical training, earning their Doctor of Pharmacy (PharmD) through a six- or eight-year program. “Once you’re in pharmacy school,” Blake says, “those years are very rigorous.” Along with courses you might expect like the basic sciences (biology, chemistry, and anatomy and physiology), their training includes 




	Medicinal chemistry (how medicines affect one another and the body)
	Pharmacy law and ethics
	Pharmaceutics (the making of medicine) and compounding (combining medicines for a patient)
	Counseling and communication
	Economics 
	Epidemiology (the patterns, causes, and effects of different diseases)





And like physicians, pharmacists receive training through clinical rotations. “And these range from community and independent pharmacies to anticoagulation clinics (with services focused on patients taking blood-thinners), along with an array of inpatient specialties.” 




The pharmacist’s evolving role 




Over the past few decades, Blake points out, pharmacists’ training has become more extensive as their roles evolved. Pharmacists have become more central to the teams involved in direct patient care. 




“One important role we take on is to come alongside our physician colleagues. We help free them up to see more acutely ill patients. And by doing so, we can help patients dealing with chronic disease and equip them to manage and control it.” 




While they don’t diagnose patients, pharmacists are vital in helping physicians choose the best treatment options for a patient. 




This is a central part of Blake’s role as an ambulatory pharmacist. By being in a primary care office, patients and their doctors have direct access to Blake. He, and his colleagues, can then help strengthen the connections between doctors and patients, providing greater clarity and confidence around potential treatments, their associated costs, and what’s best for the patient. 




This unique approach also means Blake and other clinical pharmacists can “pump the brakes with patients. We can take time to connect dots, fill in gaps, and help patients feel more confident about what they’ve been prescribed before they leave.”




More than a white lab coat 




This unique approach also means Blake stays busy in a primary care office. He might help someone diagnosed with asthma know how to use an inhaler, clarify for another why the flu vaccine is important, help with questions about COPD, and explain how a new prescription for diabetes is safe—all within a few hours.




He meets with patients and consults with doctors, both in-person and remotely. Having worked in other healthcare settings, he prefers primary care. “I really enjoy the one-on-one interactions I can have with patients.” 




Like his colleagues, Blake is an expert care provider—who plays a much-needed role in patients’ lives and care. White lab coat not always included. 







	
							Primary care that's focused on your needs. 

							
			  
				
				
				
				
			  
				Find a doctor 				
				
				
				
				
			  
			
			

	


Filed Under: Health Tips 
The Few Feet in Front of Him

December 26, 2023 by Ben Riggs  

He buzzes into the parking lot in his little yellow Chevy. At 6:20 a.m., only a few frost-coated cars sit behind Kettering Health Behavioral Medical Center. He parks, turning off the oldies station. Standing takes a moment. His 85-year-old knees stay stiff in the December cold. But with a grunt, Don Lynch stands.




[image: ]Don walks in through the back door, escaping the cold by the loading dock. 



His legs bow as he walks to the back door. Decades of mopping, scrubbing, and bowling will do that. 




“Mornin’,” he says to a nurse in the hall.
“Morning, Don,” she replies. “Staying warm?”
“What’s warm?” he asks through a gravely chuckle.




In his office, Don wakes up his computer and starts in on time cards, schedules, and emails. “Supervisor stuff,” he calls it.




He pokes at an email, locating each key before pressing it. “I had just figured out those electric typewriters when we got computers.” That was in the 1980s—well before email. “No computer helped me scrub a floor.”




He thumbs through sticky notes, calling a number to remember whose it is. Above his desk, among safety signs, hangs the Serenity Prayer.




He squints at the clock: 6:50 a.m. By 8:15 a.m., he’ll dust mop, then scrub, the hallways.




He has made a living—and lived a life—in these and other hallways throughout Kettering Health. Longer than anyone else. 




In April, “if I make it,” it’ll be 59 years. 




A new job and a new home




[image: alt]


[image: ]
The Ketterings, with the hospital’s first president, George Nelson, during the groundbreaking.



In 1955, the Village of Kettering graduated into a city. More than 20,000 people moved to the bustling suburb over the next five years, making it Ohio’s fasting-growing community. 




Even so, the nearest emergency rooms were in downtown Dayton, or 30 minutes south in Middletown.




So when Eugene and Virginia Kettering broke ground in July 1961 for a new hospital, on land they donated, it signaled a new chapter for Kettering’s burgeoning community. On March 3, 1964, the Charles F. Kettering Memorial Hospital admitted its first patients. And five minutes away, at the Golden Nugget Pancake House, 25-year-old Don Lynch bussed tables.




His brother Richard, one of the cooks, got him the job that year. Before that, Don worked at Tip Top Restaurant in Chillicothe, Ohio—his hometown. He made $1 an hour, tossing salads, cooking steaks, and cleaning the front window during slow hours. “I probably cleaned it 50,000 times.” 
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The front of Tip Top Restaurant, with the window Don washed so often, in June 1968. Photo: Ross County Historical Society



Don arrived to Dayton looking for a new home. For himself, his late wife Shirley, and their kids. But he needed more money to move everyone. So, in the meantime, he stayed with his brother, rode the bus 80 miles every week to visit them, and he saved. And saved. 




In April 1965, Don landed an interview at Kettering Memorial—with housekeeping. Richard, now working in the hospital cafeteria, helped him, again. Don wore his best shirt to the interview: a black-and-white striped polo. But the bus dropped him off late at his first stop near Carillon Park. Don then walked over three miles to the hospital.




The interview lasted 20 minutes, ending with Don being asked, “When can you start?” Don replied, “This afternoon.”




He was hired as a floor technician, responsible for the second floor. “The hospital was just a little box then,” he says, “compared to now.” 




A quick study, he learned the tools of the trade (like the hand-held floor scrubber) and the methods (like the two-bucket protocol). He also learned that working at Kettering Memorial would be different.




“People were excited,” he recalls. “Everyone knew everyone, helped everyone. They made you feel at home.”




Don’s first boss, Jean Smotherman, learned Don traveled on weekends to visit his family. And how long he had saved. “She said, ‘Here, come on,’” and walked him to accounting. Don left with a no-interest loan to cover the rest. And paid it back in 10 months. 




After a few years, he moved his family and could finally call Dayton, and Kettering Memorial, home.




Cleaning 500,000 square feet




The clock inches toward 7 a.m. as Don rolls around in his office chair, readying housekeeping carts. “It helps me avoid walking.” 




The day crew—Barb and Lisa, “the girls”—arrive. The three swap stories then discuss the patient rooms that need cleaning before Barb and Lisa whisk the carts away. They head toward the rooms, a small but mighty convoy of cleanliness.




Don emerges from his chair, then walks out of his office into the smell of sneaker scuffs and basketballs. His office sits tucked in a corner room inside the medical center’s gym, opposite a closet with the floor scrubbers. His high-top Adidas squeak against the gym floor. “They’re not for style,” he says. “But support.” 




His knees and the frost of gray hair may give away that Don is two months from turning 86. But not his schedule.




Wake up at 4:30 a.m. Drink a cup of Maxwell House and let Willie, his Shih Tzu, out. Get to work by 6:20 a.m. Leave by 3:30 p.m., then drive to his second job. Home by 7:30 or 8 p.m.—Monday through Thursday. And for a few hours on Sunday mornings.
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Don prepares his dust mop, the essential first step of cleaning any hallway.



“I tried bowling in the work league this year. But that wore me out,” he jokes, opening the equipment room door. The smell of cleaner and metal escapes. He grabs his dust mop then unrolls a long, thin sticky cotton-like fabric. Don doesn’t measure it, knowing precisely where to tear. 




He pats the fabric onto the mophead and waddles to the first of seven hallways. For the next hour, he pushes the dust mop up and down each hallway. Three passes each.




He greets staff and patients. But he doesn’t daydream. He just focuses “on the few feet in front of me.”




Those few feet have added up. Don guesses he has cleaned 500,000 square feet—more than eight football fields side-by-side. Chances are, it’s more than that.  




Don admits to becoming something of a workaholic. But it’s work he likes, even loves. “You have to love your work,” he says, “to keep yourself going.” Especially since people walk on his, often unaware of the handiwork beneath their feet.

And therein lies the truth of Don: he cleans—not for audiences, accolades, nor applause. But to do it well.




Finding serenity




Don is the baby of his family. Born on February 3, 1939, he is the youngest of 15. 




His dad, George, died when Don was six. His mom, Edith Mae, worked a little. She cleaned homes when she could. “I was best friends with my mom.”




Though a few older siblings had moved out, “we lived so poor.” Their home on a hill in Chillicothe had no electricity. No indoor plumbing. And an outdoor bathroom. During the winter, they used newspaper and cardboard to insulate the home. After they had electricity installed, they were given a Zenith radio. The box of wood and knobs towered over young Don, who loved the program The Shadow. 




Growing up, Don wanted to join the military. Four of his brothers served in the armed forces. And in 1958, after graduating high school, Don enlisted—as the Vietnam War neared its third year. But not long after arriving at the base in Kentucky, he received a call; his mom was sick. 




He returned to Chillicothe to help care for his mom and worked at Tip Top. In 1961, he married Shirley, and they had four children. Shirley died in 1986. Don later met his second wife, Patricia, who gave Don four more children, including his two stepsons. In 2008, Patricia died. 




Today, Don has 22 grandchildren. He also has great-grandchildren but wrestles to remember how many.




He also wrestles at times with the growing number of goodbyes. Don is the last of his siblings; Mary Ellen, his youngest sister, passed away in November 2023. In 2020, he lost a daughter, Dawn. And in 2020, a son, Richard. 




“In the past four years,” Don says, “Six people. It’s been kinda downbeat for me.”




He says two things help him: “cleaning floors” and the Serenity Prayer. He memorized the first line:

God, grant me the serenity
to accept the things I cannot change,
the courage to change the things I can,
and the wisdom to know the difference.




The day is never over




At 9:30 a.m., after a coffee and doughnut, Don returns to the gym to retrieve his humble steed, the SC1500 stand-on floor scrubber. The scrubber resembles Don a little: compact and built low to the ground. He steps on, turns the key, and the scrubber jolts to life. 
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Don makes another pass down a hall on his scrubber, focused on covering every inch.



“It sure was nice when they made these stand-on,” he says. “But even after all that standing, my knees still hurt.”




More people stir in the hallways as Don covers the length of one in 33 seconds. He makes two passes per hallway.




“Hello,” he says as he hums past patients and staff. Some staff step out of their offices to say “Hi, Don!”

“We love Don, absolutely love him,” says Julie Hall, a nursing supervisor. “He’s an institution.” 




He finishes scrubbing by noon, cruising back to the gym to fill the scrubber with water for the night crew. Back in his office, he sinks into his chair. “Time to see if I missed anything,” he says, checking his email inbox. Empty. He then sifts through supplies, calling about an order that hasn’t arrived. 
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Don resetting the garage in kitchen after lunch. 



He yawns mid-sentence, rubs his eyes. Then looks at the clock. He waits until 1 p.m. to eat lunch, after everyone else eats. That way he can clean the tables and collect the garbage. That’ll take him to 2:30 p.m.




He’s leaving an hour early today, to visit Betty, his wife. She’s recovering from surgery. Then he’ll join his small cleaning crew at a nearby healthcare facility. For about 30 years, he has run “Don Cleaning,” his small cleaning business. 




He started it after accumulating extra cleaning jobs. Most of his early clients came from conversations in the hallways at Kettering Memorial. Mostly doctors, occasionally administration. And one notable couple: Eugene and Virginia Kettering. 




Learning from Mildred




Virginia Kettering envisioned Kettering Memorial Hospital as a unique place of healing—down to the halls and walls. She entrusted that vision to one person: Mildred Chase, the hospital’s executive housekeeper.
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Mildred’s photo as part of the original Kettering Memorial Hospital leadership team.



“Mrs. Chase was at the top in her field,” says Judi Neff, author of Kettering Medical Center: Fifty years of caring and innovation, “and helped the hospital receive national recognition for its beautiful interiors and routines to keep it absolutely clean from top to bottom.” Mildred turned housekeeping into a science to learn, a discipline to apply. She wrote books like Introduction to the Theory of Institutional Housekeeping. 




Don hasn’t read the book. He didn’t need to. Mildred “was a stern lady,” he says. “And she taught me everything I know about cleaning floors and keeping patients safe. And she wanted me to succeed.”
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Kettering Memorial Hospital in the early ’60s



In 1967, Mildred promoted Don to floor supervisor. He oversaw the small floor team—responsible for the hospital’s five floors—and the stockroom. He was never one to stay at a desk, though. “I prefer to work with people,” he says. “Not around them.” He helped scrub the floors, collect trash, and clean windows, making Mrs. Kettering’s vision a reality in every possible square foot of the building.




Despite interest from other departments over the years, Don stayed in housekeeping, later called Environmental Services (EVS), where he watched the world change.




He remembers hearing sobs from the hall the evening Martin Luther King Jr. was assassinated; watching the Challenger explosion; and reeling with others after the attacks of September 11, 2001. 




By 2003, the five-floored hospital Don scrubbed nearly every square foot of had become part of a family of hospitals. And after 38 years at the renamed Kettering Medical Center (now Kettering Health Main Campus), Don began bouncing between facilities. In February 2014, he moved to the behavioral medical center, where he leads and cleans with the same focus he learned from Mildred.




What tomorrow may hold




The dining room tables are cleaned. The garbage emptied. And the floors scrubbed. 




Don walks to the loading dock to check in with “the girls.” At 2:30 p.m., he puts on his jacket and jangles the pockets to make sure he has his keys. 




On his way out, he walks past some nurses as one spots him. 




“Don, you bowling on the team next year?” one asks.
“I don’t know, darlin’. That wore me out last year,” he says through a chuckle.
“We’ll keep you as an alternate then. How’s that?”
“Sounds good.” 




As he exits into a blast of cold air, his knees ache. “My doctor told me it’s time to get them done,” he says. “I told him, ‘I’ll take them with me.’”
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Don Lynch, “a Kettering Health institution,” as many call him. 



But retirement he might consider. He would like to get to April, making it 59 years, then travel with Betty. Germany. England. San Diego. But first, Hawaii. Of course, though, he’ll keep “Don’s Cleaning.” 




Why? He doesn’t really know. Perhaps fear of idle time. 




It’s certainly not fear of change. He’s acquainted with that. Kettering Memorial grew from one hospital to a 15-medical center health system—and Dayton’s second largest employer. Cars evolved from the mammoth ’49 Buick that hit him as a teenager—“It looked like it had teeth”—to the sleek self-driving shuttles he saw in science-fiction movies (He wants to drive a Tesla one day). Tip Top became a flower shop. The Golden Nugget closed. And “my bowling balls are gathering dust.”




But he’ll figure it out later. Tomorrow, he’ll be awake at 4:30 a.m. At work by 6:20 a.m. And focus on the few feet in front of him.
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